
FIBREGLASS MESH

Store the product in its original packaging for 
up to 36 months.

 nominal value 1,550 (N/5cm)

PACKAGING
50 mt. roll

Roll height  100 cm. ± 1

2Weight   160 gr./m

Maximum tear resistance
Roll lenght  50 mt.

Color  white

 medium value >1,750 (N/5cm)

Composition  fibreglass

STORAGE AND SHELF-LIFE

The product must be applied in compliance 
with all the safety regulations provided for by 
the laws in force, present on the Product Safety 
Data Sheet (MSDS).

WARNINGS

CHEMICAL-PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Net mesh size 5 x 5 mm.
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NETTEX
BUILDING SOLUTIONS FIBRANET 160

Test report Dr. Ghünter K Gmbh-ES/S015- released on 09/03/2015

DESCRIPTION

METHOD OF USE

Certified product KIWA MPA FPC-15 -released on 04/06/2014

FIBRANET 160 is a fibreglass mesh for the reinforcement of waterproofing 
liquid sheathes and cement based coats.

As per type of work and drying times, apply additional coats of sheath or 
skim coat until the treatment is complete.

FIBRANET 160 must be spread and completely submerged in the 
waterproofing or skimming layer, proceeding as follows: spread the first 
layer of mesh and apply the product to be leveled by shaving and blocking 
the mesh then continuing with the second layer, overlapping the first for at 
least 5 cm, and continuing the process in order to cover the entire surface to 
be treated.

USAGE FIELDS
Suitable for the reinforcement of POWER CEM, FLEXIGUM, STRATOS, 
POWER FIX, PRIMER CEM LEVEL and RASA NET CEM, products used to 
waterproof terraces, balconies and substrates for floors, baths, swimming 
pools, etc…

FIBRANET 160
RETE IN FIBRA DI VETRO

waterproofing
systems

The degree of effectiveness of the product and the average consumption are susceptible to variations based on the state of the support to be treated, in case of doubt, please 
contact, before application, our. dedicated technical office.

The information indicated above, deriving from laboratory studies, has a purely indicative value without any formal guarantee. Four Group S.r.l. disclaims any responsibility 
for the incorrect application of the products, for failure to comply with the requirements indicated in this technical data sheet, in the event of accidental damage or tampering.


